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Covet: A Love Story

Oxford, Michigan, a community that was never really any-
thing to start with, ending with such rigid nothingness.  

Another rail-and-trolley line town in the district of Detroit, 
whose slow disintegration, caused purely by uncertainty, quickly 
destroyed the only blanket of optimism that kept its inhabitants 
warm.  Stripped of its feeble confidence, it was left exposed to 
stumble over the tattered dressings below its feet.  Over and over 
again, newspapers printed such articles as “Disappearances Rock 
the Town of Oxford,” as well as “Unexpected Mysteries Shatter 
Oxford Community.”  In later years, the headlines would trans-
form to “One Pub, Four Dead,” and “Townspeople Protest Recent 
Suicides.”  If it were not for the night of July 23, 1929, perhaps the 
ill-fated town of Oxford would’ve evolved into the progressive 
kinship it had yearned to become, if only for the abductions of the 
four Michigan Minors.

In the mid 1920s when everything screamed class, the town of 
Oxford was made to feel left out.  The dirty gravel roads, scattered 
paint chips left to lay below verandas, and of course the rusted chain 
link swing sets that had long ago been abandoned by any respect-
able child, left the town to resemble a deserted novelty. One which 
you could’ve sworn was once charming and entertaining, but had 
at some point been rejected and thrown to the side to rot.  Whoever 
initiated the urge for transformation, nobody knows.  However, at 
some definite point in time, Oxford began what they believed to be 
the necessary alterations.

Broken windows were soon replaced with bargain glass discov-
ered in the surrounding Detroit area.  Peppermint candy awnings 

and neon light fixtures (those of which were also cut-rate from near-
by vendors) now hung outside of the local businesses on Main Street.  
Shopkeepers were suddenly the best dressed in town, and although 
they were as desperate as ever to persuade their buyers and to close 
deals, they disguised themselves with an air of confidence and grace 
that had never before been seen.  The City Council had even ap-
proved the renovation of what had once been a textile factory, the 
very one that had survived only eighteen months in Oxford, into 
a small movie house.  Patrons surrounded themselves with wheat-
colored wallpaper and sat in cherry-velvet seating, hoping that the 
mere act of attending the pictures established something in particu-
lar about their lives.  Unlike the gold chandeliers and scarlet carpet-
ing found in other Detroit theaters, Oxford silently acknowledged 
that its local movie house was by far the most striking building in 
town, and at this point in time, was the best that they could do.

Although there was talk regarding the arrival of paved roads 
and mostly all verandas, as well as swing sets, being revamped with 
a good washing and a coat of paint, Oxford still was not perfect.  
Along with this movement of glamor came rather provocative be-
havior—behavior that could also be regarded as cutting-edge for the 
town of Oxford.  The smuggled whiskey poured heavier, the tasseled 
dresses hemmed shorter, and the heavy insecurities grew deeper.  
Still, the cosmetics were added and the physique of Oxford would 
certainly not go unnoticed.  Cheap paint colors splattered around 
town, fragile light bulbs radiating from blocks away, and the distant 
sounds of fashionable music heard from every street corner still 
could not conceal the generic and needy tones of Oxford; and so they 
made one more attempt.

It was no secret that every community at the time, noteworthy 
communities that was, housed traveling carnivals in their region for 
weeks at a time.  Side shows and steam-powered rides would stop in 
for a worldly visit and be on their way, of course never leaving with-
out putting their name on the map.  And so, a carnival it was, a five-
day celebration to really mislead the unbalanced hearts of Oxford.

The show rolled in on a Tuesday morning and was gone by 
Sunday.  It managed to cast a hazy cloud of magical realism upon the 
town of Oxford.  Popcorn kernels and candy apples floated through-
out the air while over-sized carbon microphones hung down from 
the sky.  Amplified voices announcing ten cent shows and “never 
before seen acts” could still be heard while children restlessly tried 
to dream for the night.  Blonde locks and fabric skirts twirled, as 
if in slow motion, as carousel ponies lapped over and over again.  
Young couples bobbed out of their carts when the wooden coaster 
ascended its drops, subtly dangling above their seats like puppets, 
and then gently placed down again.  Fathers stood in lines all day to 
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trump one another’s Test of Strength, an innocent yet cutthroat way 
to challenge each other’s manhood.  And, of course, there were more 
lights.

Each morning, families crawled out of bed exhausted, yet exu-
berated, from the night before.  Over flap jacks, restocking tobacco 
from the store, and hanging clothes on the line, everyone loved to 
recap the happenings from the night before.  And for three splendid 
days, they made plans for what kind of devilry they could accom-
plish again that night.  This is what Oxford wanted and thought it 
needed. 

Along with all the chaos and the enchantment came scandal.  
Townspeople soon learned how to hustle the cigarette tables, young 
ones snuck into tents far more mature than their life spans, and the 
forbidden tradespeople began to resemble prince charming for the 
daring and the lonely.  These were the things left unmentioned over 
breakfast and laundry.

Sunday, after the equipment had been packed up, workers had 
rinsed the powdered soap, and the magic had charged out of town, 
there was more missing than the dignity of Oxford: four children. It 
took a while for Oxford to come down from its demanded high, but 
once children’s absences were noticed, the town once again returned 
to its disintegration.  Teddy Lang, Christopher Marcs, Martha Strom, 
and Doug Berkowitz had vanished.  Local authorities were hope-
less, and so Oxford summoned the final attraction the town would 
receive.

Guy Warren arrived from the most urban section of Detroit 
and came highly recommended.  He spent exactly sixteen weeks in 
Oxford.  He discovered that the four minors, all between the ages of 
ten and thirteen, had been the closest of friends.  Classmates since 
the beginning, they were together almost more than their families 
saw them.  Warren gathered that at five o’clock the four were seen at 
the Freezy Shoppe eating dinner and talking about their adolescent 
plans for that night.

“Two of them ordered a grilled cheese sandwich and the other 
two a hot ham and cheese.  They each had a chocolate malt.  Very 
popular with young ones right now, but a pain to make, I’ll tell you 
that.”

At 6:30, the four bought tickets into the carnival.  “Cliff Lewis 
was already getting thrown out for drinking too much and touching 
too many women.  Two of us had him under each arm and tossed 
him right out.  I even left him with a swift kick on his rear.  He 
nearly toppled over onto the Strom girl.  Her buddies grabbed her 
out of the way.  Listen, I tell you, I would’ve never planted that kick 
on him if I knew he was going to just miss.  And that’s the honest 
truth.”

Warren even questioned some buddies of the minors. Some saw 
them on the Wheel of Wonder, others sat close while watching the 
Man Without a Stomach and Rattlesnake Joe.  Wayne Howard said 
he saw the Lang and Marcs boys playing the Penny Toss.

“The little shits were good.  At first they really got my goat, but 
after a while, I’ll tell you, I just stood back and watched them win.  
Other fellows were getting their feathers in a ruffle, but after about 
twenty minutes of them leading the show, I stood back and had 
myself a grand laugh.”

Some people in town told the detective they saw the four hop 
on a boxcar that night, that the children had most likely left town 
the next morning with the show.  Other rumors had surfaced about 
the four witnessing something they shouldn’t have.  Therefore, 
it must’ve been the Mackey brothers who had taken care of the 
friends.  They were always good for getting rid of unwanted things 
in Oxford.  Warren had searched the bedrooms of each child, trying 
to find something that their parents had overlooked, but nothing 
ever panned out to be a lead.  Oh, the parents.  They were the first 
ones in town to go.

Pinned curls came down and were replaced by snarled strands of 
madness.  Dust settled on the shoulders of suit coats hung in hallway 
closets, and the records that once spun on living room phonographs 
ceased to play.  The grief and suspicion soon leaked from these 
homes and began to infect the town.  Guy Warren left Oxford.

As time went on, Oxford continued to diminish.  Shattered glass 
lay where light bulbs had been broken by thrown rocks, store win-
dows were left smudged and grew dirty with time, and to hell with 
that paved road story that had once existed.  The four minors had 
been considered ordinary children in the community.  No particular 
charm or wit had surrounded the group of friends.  You could’ve 
easily considered them to have blended in with the distracted hustle 
of Oxford.  Yet, their no-longer-existence seemed to brew specula-
tion and doubt like nothing ever had. Or was the disappearance the 
source after all?

As for the ground on which the carnival had once thrived, it was 
the most lifeless spread of land in town, perhaps in all of Michigan, a 
wasteland.  Shortly after the story of Oxford had been made public, 
passers-by would sometimes visit the area to get a look at what was 
considered to be the crime scene.  And, of course, they’d shortly be 
on their way, in a hurry in fact.  The corrosion that had suffocated 
Oxford quite oddly stopped at the borders of every nearby town. Yet, 
while most consider it to be a tragedy, with the town of Oxford and 
its community perishing in embarrassment, some consider it to be a 
love story.  After all, Oxford obtained everything it ever wanted.


